Organisation
The Met Office

Industry
Public Sector/UK National

As an organisation of national significance, the Met Office may be best
known for providing weather forecasts, though as well as this assist,
amongst others, the UK armed forces, private sector organisation
and additionally operate at an international scale, providing important
climate advice.

Weather Service

Background
As an executive agency, the United
Kingdom’s Met Office is responsible

“Our experience of the Hut Six cyber training has been
excellent. The bite-sized approach, relevant real-world
examples and the fact that it is tailored to us has made it
extremely effective.”

for making meteorological predictions,
from weather forecasting to climate
change.
Employing almost 2,000 members of

With Hut Six training, members of the Met Office’s security team
report a significant impact upon how staff engage with training.
Reinforcing the importance of information security, Hut Six’s bite-sized
approach also allows staff to easily fit training into their day.

staff, the Met Office has provided vital
information, to a variety of parties, for
over 150 years.

“Staff have said they look forward to the training (something
I’ve never heard before for mandatory training) and regularly
reference it in meetings.”

The Problem
An ever more important organisation,
as well as a prominent public sector
entity, it is vital for the Met Office to
take steps to ensure that staff are their

Once again, working alongside the Met Office, Hut Six is incredibly
proud to see the impact engaging and effective awareness training can
have in creating meaningful change in a company’s security awareness
and culture.

strongest defence against information
security threats.

The Solution
Hut Six’s interactive and engaging

“It has had a real impact on our culture and the behaviour of
our staff. Hut Six also were very responsive to accessibility and
diversity feedback, swiftly improving the product for all and
ensuring it was inclusive.”

information security awareness
training and learning management
system solution.

- Annette Sercombe | CISO Met Office

